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Description
TECHNICAL FIELD
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[0001] The present invention relates to transportation of a micrometer-sized object and extraction of mechanical work
by a constant electric field.
BACKGROUND ART
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[0002] Conventionally, an alternating current electric field is used for oscillatory and periodic motion. In this case,
motion occurs as a result of generation of a current.
[0003] In micrometer-sizes, since the Reynolds number representing a ratio of magnitude between inertial force and
viscous force of a flow is low, it is considered to be difficult to extract work from mechanical motion.
[0004] Non-Patent Document 1 describes the effect of a constant electric field on a water droplet having a diameter
of several tens mm in oil.
[0005] The micrometer-sized world which is a subject of the present invention is generally called the world of low
Reynolds number. In the world of such a scale, it is known that work is not extracted only by making periodic motion on
the straight line not having directionality. Therefore, it is impossible to extract work only by linear reciprocal motion as
described in Non-Patent Document 1.
[0006] In light of this, it has been demanded to provide a technique capable of making an object move autonomously
at will even in a constant electric field, transporting the same, and extracting mechanical work in micrometer-sizes.
[0007] Also, Non-Patent Documents 2 to 5 are known. While these documents describe making a micro-object linearly
move, they fail to make two-dimensional motion that is the most important for extracting work and lack any description
of such idea.
[0008] In nanometer to micrometer scales, the Reynolds numbers are very low, and inertial force of an object does
not play an important role, and motion of the object is rapidly attenuated by viscous force of the environment. Therefore,
some driving energy should be supplied for continuously propelling the object. As described above, motion of a microobject proposes a critical issue in a nonlinear system and a non-equilibrium system. In addition, the capability of propelling
and controlling micro-objects such as biological polymers and cells is important in researches of applied physics and
biological physics, as well as in MEMS and mTAS techniques, and plenty of appropriate techniques have been actively
developed, however, they are far from practical use.
PRIOR ART DOCUMENTS
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NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS
[0009]

40

Non-Patent Document 1: Masahiko Hase, Shun N. Watanabe, and Kenichi Yoshikawa, PHYSICAL REVIEW E 74,
046301 2006.
Non-Patent Document 2: T. Mochizuki, Y. Mori, and N. Kaji, AIChE Journal 36, 1039 (1990).
Non-Patent Document 3: J. Eow, M. Ghadiri, and A. Sharif, Colloids Surf. A 225,193 (2003).
Non-Patent Document 4: Y. Jung, H. Oh, and I. Kang, J. Colloid Interface Sci. 322, 617 (2008).
Non-Patent Document 5: W. D. Ristenpart, J. C. Bird, A. Belmonte, F. Dollar, and H. A. Stone, Nature 461, 377 (2009).
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION
50

[0010] It is an object of the present invention to provide a technique capable of making an object move even in a
constant electric filed at will without generation of a current, transporting the same, and extracting mechanical work in
micrometer-sized space.
MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

55

[0011] As a result of diligent efforts, the present inventors have found that by arranging two electrodes for generating
an electric field for a dielectric body of a micrometer-size (in the present specification, typically refers to the range of
several nm to 1000 mm) or the like in an insulating fluid such as oil, such that the central axes of the two electrodes are
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not aligned, and applying an electric field (for example, constant electric field), the dielectric body can be transported
three-dimensionally at will, and as a result, mechanical work can be extracted (Fig. 1). In the present invention, the
dielectric body is an arbitrary dielectric object such as a water droplet, a polystyrene bead, a glass bead or the like, and
it has revealed that the micrometer-sized object is independent of the substance as far as it is a dielectric body. It has
also revealed that the ambient medium may be any insulating fluid without being limited to oil. Also the present invention
has solved the problems that are not even recognized in Non-Patent Documents 1 to 5. Therefore, it can be said that
the present invention has made great progress in that it has made the world’s first success in practicing rotational motion
which is one of the most important two-dimensional motion in extracting work. Additionally, since the aforementioned
Non-Patent Documents 1 to 5 completely lack the viewpoint of extracting work, the present invention is not easily
conceivable from these documents. In other words, descriptions of these documents have been made merely in the
point of "move". The point "extraction of work" which is the feature of the present invention has not been even suggested.
No report has been found about high-dimensional cyclic motion in a constant electric field. In order to extract work and
energy from motion of a micrometer-size, at least two-dimensional cyclic motion is required. Rotational motion of a microobject of a dielectric body reported in the present invention is possibly useful in developing simple and useful strategy
for controlling a micro-object.
[0012] That is, significance of the present invention lies in success in realizing very important cyclic motion in addition
to simply making a liquid droplet move, and it has been also demonstrated that work can be extracted by using the cyclic
motion as in the preset invention.
[0013] The present invention relates to the rotational motion of a water micro-droplet in an oil phase in a steady directcurrent electric field. A liquid droplet makes rotational motion under an appropriate geometrical arrangement of a positive
electrode and a negative electrode. In the present invention, the rotational motion occurs at a potential exceeding a
specific critical potential, and frequency thereof increases as the potential increases. The present invention provides a
simple theoretical model describing the occurrence of rotational motion, and an application example of a system of the
present invention for realizing a micro rotary motor.
[0014] Therefore, the present invention provides the following:
(1) A method of transporting a dielectric body or extracting mechanical work, including the step of:
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A) arranging two electrodes for generating an electric field so that the central axes of the two electrodes are
not aligned, and applying an electric field to the dielectric body in an insulating fluid.
(2) The method as described in the above item, wherein said dielectric body is of a micrometer-size, and the
micrometer-size ranges from several nm to 1000 mm.
(3) The method as described in the above item, wherein said micrometer-size ranges from 1 mm to 100 mm.
(4) The method as described in the above item, wherein said dielectric body refers to a substance generating
dielectric polarization but not generating a current when an electrostatic field is applied, and is a substance having
electrostatic chargeability.
(5) The method as described in the above item, wherein said dielectric body is selected from the group consisting
of a water droplet; a polymeric substance such as a polystyrene bead, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or a polyacrylamide gel; and a glass bead.
(6) The method as described in the above item, wherein said water droplet is generated by using a surfactant.
(7) The method as described in the above item, wherein said surfactant is generated by using dioleoyl phosphatidylcholine (DOPC), dioleoyl phosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE), dioleoyl phosphatidylserine (DOPS), eggPC, stearyl
trimethyl ammonium chloride (STAC), stearyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (STAB), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS),
dodecyl trimethyl ammonium chloride, pentaethylene glycol dodecyl ether, and the like. Here, the surfactant is a
substance having a hydrophilic group and a hydrophobic group in one molecule, and capable of forming a water
droplet in a hydrophobic oil liquid, and it is present at the interface between oil and water.
(8) The method as described in the above item, wherein said insulating fluid is a substance that is non-volatile, nonconductive, and fluent under normal temperature and normal pressure, and has a specific gravity with respect to
said micrometer-sized dielectric body of within 650%.
(9) The method as described in the above item, wherein said insulating fluid is selected from the group consisting
of mineral oil, liquid paraffin, alkane and silicone oil.
(10) The method as described in the above item, wherein said electric field is a constant electric field.
(11) The method as described in the above item, wherein said electric field is subject to the range from 1 V to 1000 V.
(12) The method as described in the above item, wherein a positive electrode and a negative electrode for generating
said electric field are arranged so that their central axes are not parallel with each other. Since cyclic motion cannot
be extracted in the form where the central axes of the electrodes are aligned, the asymmetrical arrangement is
important. Further, by arranging unparallel, cyclic motion can be extracted much more than in the parallel arrange-
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ment.
(13) The method as described in the above item, wherein said electrode has a pyramid or conical shape having a
sharp tip, or a prismatic or cylindrical shape, and has a material having conductivity.
(14) The method as described in the above item, wherein said electrode is a conductive substance such as tungsten,
tungsten carbide, gold, platinum, silver, copper, iron and aluminum.
(15) The method as described in the above item, wherein said electric field is generated by a set of at least two
electrodes of a positive electrode and a negative electrode, and an orientation of the set of at least two electrodes
is such that at least two are in different directions to each other, the method further including the step of changing
the route or mode of motion by controlling said electric field and a spatial arrangement of electrodes for generating
the electric field.
(16) The method as described in the above item, wherein said control is realized by shifting an electrode to a desired
position by manipulating each coordinate using a micromanipulator capable of manipulating each of three-dimensional coordinates by 1 mm, or by a manipulation with a hand or tweezers.
(17) The method as described in the above item, further including the step of transporting said dielectric body by
indirectly controlling the dielectric body by spatial control of said electrodes and control of intensity of an applied
voltage.
(18) The method as described in the above item, wherein a micro-turbine is disposed in a space where said dielectric
body is movable, and work is extracted from the micro-turbine that moves by motion of the dielectric body, and the
micro-turbine has a rotation axis and a part of a blade which is rotatable about the rotation axis. Here, the microturbine is an object of 1 mm to 100 mm in size that can be fabricated by a micro-fabrication technique, including a
rotation axis and a part of a blade which is rotatable about the rotation axis. For example, such includes a water
wheel by a SiO2 layer processed into a micrometer-size (for example, those used in Y. Hiratsuka, M. Miyata, T.
Tada, T. Q. Uyeda, Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 103, 13618-13623 (2006) and the like).
(19) The method as described in the above item, wherein there are a plurality of said dielectric bodies, and the
plurality of dielectric bodies are caused to collectively move to function as a motor.
(20) As to mechanically control a polymer, liquid droplet transportation of a pharmaceutical, a chemical reaction,
pharmaceutical preparation, non-contact transportation of a biological sample, and a micro-channel, the following
descriptions are given.
[0015] Mechanical control of a polymer: The technique of binding both ends of a polymer such as DNA to separate
polymer beads is established. Since the polymer beads coupled to both ends of a polymer can be controlled at will by
using the achievement of the present study, the polymer can be mechanically controlled as a result.
[0016] Liquid droplet transportation of a pharmaceutical: Since a water droplet can be created as described above,
transportation can be easily executed by putting a pharmaceutical into the water droplet.
[0017] Chemical reaction: By bringing liquid droplets under transportation into collision with each other to fuse the
same, a chemical reaction can be started in the liquid droplet.
[0018] Pharmaceutical preparation: Similarly to the chemical reaction, by bringing liquid droplets under transportation
into collision with each other to fuse the same, mixing and the like may be executed. Those not desired to be mixed may
be prepared in separate liquid droplets before starting the reaction, and they may be mixed in the site where they are
intended to be mixed. Additionally, this is achievable in a very small space at micrometer-sized level.
[0019] Non-contact transportation of biological sample: The present technique is also applicable to a cell or a biological
polymer which is a kind of a dielectric body.
[0020] Combination with micro-channel: Similarly to the aforementioned micro-turbine. It is a part of micro-techniques.
[0021] Combination with a semiconductor technique means conducting control of an electric field by using a semiconductor device and a circuit substrate, rather than directly controlling the motion.
[0022] The present invention also provides the following inventions relating to an apparatus.
(21) An apparatus of transporting a dielectric body including:
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A) an insulating fluid for receiving the dielectric body; and
B) a means for applying an electric field including two electrodes, residing in the insulating fluid, the two electrodes
being arranged so that their central axes are not aligned.
[0023] Here, the means for applying an electric field may be any device as far as it has electrodes arranged in an
insulating fluid and applies a voltage.
(22) An apparatus for extracting mechanical work, including:
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A) an insulating fluid;
B) a dielectric body arranged in the insulating fluid;
C) a means for applying an electric field including two electrodes, residing in the insulating fluid, the two electrodes
being arranged so that their central axes are not aligned; and
D) a means for extracting mechanical work from the dielectric body.
[0024] As a means for extracting mechanical work from the dielectric body or a means for converting the motion of
the dielectric body into work, a propeller-like substance having a size of about 1 mm to several thousands mm may be
rotated; likewise a water wheel to extract work as a turbine, or a magnetized substance may be adhered to the dielectric
body to indirectly control the electric field, and work may be extracted by disposing a turbine in the neighborhood.
[0025] In further embodiments, the present invention also provides the following inventions relating to an apparatus.
(23) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein said dielectric body is of a micrometer-size, and the
micrometer-size ranges from several nm to 1000 mm.
(24) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein said micrometer-size ranges from 1 mm to 100 mm.
(25) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein said dielectric body refers to a substance generating
dielectric polarization but not generating a current when an electrostatic field is applied, and is a substance having
electrostatic chargeability.
(26) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein said dielectric body is a water droplet; a polymeric
substance such as a polystyrene bead, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or a polyacrylamide gel; a glass bead or the like.
(27) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein said water droplet is generated by using a surfactant.
(28) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein said surfactant is generated using dioleoyl phosphatidylcholine (DOPC), dioleoyl phosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE), dioleoyl phosphatidylserine (DOPS), eggPC, stearyl
trimethyl ammonium chloride (STAC), stearyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (STAB), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS),
dodecyl trimethyl ammonium chloride, pentaethylene glycol dodecyl ether or the like.
(29) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein said insulating fluid is a substance that is non-volatile,
non-conductive, and fluent under normal temperature and normal pressure, and has a specific gravity with respect
to said micrometer-sized dielectric body of within 650%.
(30) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein said insulating fluid is selected from the group consisting
of mineral oil, liquid paraffin, alkane and silicone oil.
(31) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein said electric field is a constant electric field.
(32) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein said electric field is subject to the range from 1 V to 1000 V.
(33) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein a positive electrode and a negative electrode for
generating said electric field are arranged asymmetrically so that their central axes are not parallel with each other.
(34) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein said electrode has a pyramid or conical shape having
a sharp tip, or a prismatic or cylindrical shape, and has a material having conductivity.
(35) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein said electrode is a conductive substance selected from
the group consisting of tungsten, tungsten carbide, gold, platinum, silver, copper, iron and aluminum.
(36) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein said means for applying an electric field is a set of at
least two electrodes of a positive electrode and a negative electrode, and the orientation of the set of at least two
electrodes is such that at least two are in different directions each other.
(37) The apparatus as described in the above item, further including a micromanipulator capable of manipulating
each of three-dimensional coordinates by 1 mm, the micromanipulator manipulating each coordinate to shift an
electrode to a desired position, or further including tweezers.
(38) The apparatus as described in the above item, further including a means for transporting said dielectric body
by indirectly controlling the dielectric body by spatial control of said electrodes and control of intensity of an applied
voltage.
(39) The apparatus as described in the above item, further including a micro-turbine. Such micro-turbine includes
a water wheel by a SiO2 layer processed into a micrometer-size (for example, those used in Y. Hiratsuka, M. Miyata,
T. Tada, T. Q. Uyeda, Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 103, 13618-13623 (2006) and the like).
(40) The apparatus as described in the above item, wherein there are a plurality of said dielectric bodies, and the
plurality of dielectric bodies are caused to collectively move to function as a motor.
(41) The apparatus as described in the above item, for use in mechanical control of a polymer, liquid droplet transportation of a pharmaceutical, a chemical reaction, pharmaceutical preparation, non-contact transportation of a
biological sample, or a micro-channel.
[0026] In every aspect as described above, it is understood that each embodiment described in the present specification
can be applied in other aspects as far as it is applicable.
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[0027] From the above, the present invention has succeeded in making a micrometer-sized dielectric body generate
mechanical motion by applying a constant electric field. Therefore, the present invention has provided rotary-motor-like
motion, and achieved capability of generating oscillatory and periodic motion not possible in an AC electric field. Also
the present invention has achieved that the route of motion and the mode of motion can be changed at will by intensity
of the electric field and a spatial arrangement of the electrodes rather than by the motion of a current because a current
does not occur. Additionally, the point that motor-like motion can be extracted without contact in a constant electric field
is important, and it has revealed that an object can be transported in a non-contact manner.
[0028] In particular, as shown in Fig. 3, only simple periodic motion can be extracted when the electrodes are arranged
so that they are aligned (Non-Patent Document 1), however, when the electrodes are arranged so that they are not
aligned as shown in the center view and the right view of Fig. 3, it is possible to extract cyclic motion since the state
using both the force acting on a charged body (see Fig. 4(i)) and the dielectric force (see Fig. 4(ii)) among the forces
acting on the dielectric body can be realized. Whether or not such a state is realizable cannot be anticipated by conventional techniques, and is not obvious in a textbook level, and hence it can be said to be a novel technique.
[0029] This point is not easily conceivable from the formula itself described in Non-Patent Document 1 or the like, and
it can be said that one significant effect of the present invention lies in that the present invention first accomplishes cyclic
motion which is an unanticipated phenomenon achieved by employing the arrangement that the central axes of two
electrodes are not aligned.
[0030] Lastly, although it is generally difficult to extract work from mechanical motion in micrometer-sizes where the
Reynolds number is low, the present invention is significant in making it possible.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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[0031]

The same reference numeral appearing in multiple figures denotes an identical element.

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a conceptual view of micrometer-sized object transportation.
[Fig. 1A] Fig. 1A is a schematic view when a positive electrode and a negative electrode are arranged so that their
central axes are not aligned. It is advantageous that the positive electrode and the negative electrode forming an
electric field used in the present invention are arranged so that their central axes are not aligned.
[Fig. 1B] Fig. 1B is a view illustrating the case where the central axes are not parallel. This illustrates that cyclic
motion can be extracted much more than in the parallel case.
[Fig. 1C] Fig. 1C(a) is a lateral view of an experimental setting. Mineral oil containing a water droplet is arranged
on a glass slide, and an electrode was inserted into the mineral oil. By using a microscope, the experiment was
observed from above. V is a constant voltage applied between the electrodes. The X-Z coordinate is a vertical plane.
O (origin) is a vertex of a negative electrode. Fig. 1C(b) is a view of an experimental setting from above (microscopic
image). The X-Y coordinate is a horizontal plane. Here, in Fig. 1C(a) and Fig. 1C(b), 100 denotes a water droplet,
102 denotes mineral oil, 104 denotes a negative electrode, 106 denotes a glass slide, 108 denotes a constant
voltage, 110 denotes a positive electrode, and 112 denotes an objective lens of a microscope.
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[0032] is the center of a water droplet. (1,d) is a vertex of a positive electrode.
[0033] [Fig. 2] Fig. 2 shows an experimental setup (left) and a composite photograph superposing serially taken
snapshots of one water droplet that makes cyclic motion (right). Electrode: made of tungsten, Surfactant: phospholipid
DOPC
[0034] [Fig. 2A] Fig. 2A(a) to Fig. 2A(d) show rotational motion of a water-in-oil (w/o) micro-droplet. 1=d=100 mm was
satisfied. The size of the liquid droplet was r=17.1 mm. The left views show superposed snapshots of the liquid droplet.
The center views column show time-dependent variation of the liquid droplet. It is shown by x (solid line) and y (dashed
line). The right views show spectra of Fourier transform (FT) thereof. It is shown by x(solid line) and y (dashed line). In
Fig. 2A(a), V=20V, and snapshots of every 2 seconds are shown. In Fig. 2A(b), V=60V, and snapshots of every 0.4
seconds are shown. In Fig. 2A(c), V=120V, and snapshots of every 0.2 seconds are shown. In Fig. 2A(d), V=160V, and
snapshots of every 0.2 seconds are shown. Fig. 2A(e) shows a numerical simulation. The left view column shows a
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track of a liquid droplet. The center view column shows time-dependent data. The right view column shows a spectrum
of Fourier transform. Here, in Fig. 2A(a) to (e), 221 denotes a starting point. 210 denotes a droplet, 212 and 215 denote
electrodes. The constant electric field and numeric parameters used in the simulation of Fig. 2A(e) are as described in
the examples.
[0035] [Fig. 3] Fig. 3 shows superposed snapshots (another experimental example). In the figure, the numbers (a) to
(c) show the respective arrangements of electrodes. Here, (a) arrangement of electrodes (left): 120 mm in the direction
parallel to central axis, 0 mm in the perpendicular direction; (b) arrangement of electrodes (center): 120 mm in the direction
parallel to central axis, 40 mm in the perpendicular direction; and (c) arrangement of electrodes (right): 120 mm in the
direction parallel to central axis, 120 mm in the perpendicular direction. In this experiment (c), the arrangement of
electrodes is varied. The electrode is made of tungsten carbide, and the surfactant is phospholipid DOPC.
[0036] [Fig. 4] Fig. 4 shows a physical model and a result of simulation. An equation of motion explaining the present
invention is described on the left, and calculation results thereof are shown on the right. That is, Fig. 4 left (I) indicates
an equation of motion when the viscosity is strong (over-damped system). As to the right side of the equation of motion,
(i) the first term of the right side represents the force acting on a charged body, wherein it is shown that a charged
dielectric body attracts or repels to an electrode; and (ii) the second term of the right side represents the force acting on
the dielectric body, wherein it is shown that the dielectric body is attracted to the side where the density of line of electric
force is high. Fig. 4 left (II) indicates an equation regarding charging and discharging of electric charge, representing
the case when the electrodes are in contact with each other, and the case when the electrodes are not in contact with
each other. When the electrodes are in contact with each other, charging of electric charge occurs, whereas when the
electrodes are not in contact with each other, discharging occurs. The right above the graph in Fig. 4 shows a result of
simulation. Since the directions of the forces of (i) and (ii) shown in Fig. 4 left (I) are different from each other, the direction
of motion is determined by this balance. That is, rotational motion occurs by a balance.
[0037] [Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a schematic view specifically explaining the result of simulation. The numbers (1) to (5) in the
figure respectively show (1) a dielectric body is charged with an electric charge from a positive electrode; (2) the positive
electrode and the positively charged dielectric body repel each other by electrostatic repelling force, and the positive
charge gradually leaks; (3) an electrostatic attractive force acts, and comes into contact by being attracted to a negative
electrode of the electrodes; (4) the dielectric body is charged with an electric charge from the negative electrode; (5) an
electrostatic repelling force occurs between the negative electrode and the negatively charged dielectric body and the
electric charge gradually leaks.
[0038] [Fig. 5A] In Fig. 5A, Figs. 5A(a) to Fig. 5A(f) are experimental results indicating the dependency of frequency
of rotational motion on the applied voltage. In Fig. 5A(a), r=14.0 mm (r represents a diameter of a droplet), in Fig. 5A(b),
r=17.1 mm, in Fig. 5A(c), r=18.8 mm, in Fig. 5A(d), r=19.5 mm, in Fig. 5A(e), r=31.8 mm, and in Fig. 5A(f), r=34.6 mm.
Regions (I) to (III) correspond to motion modes in the phase diagram in Fig. 5A(g). Fig. 5A(g) shows motion of a liquid
droplet depending on the applied voltage. Here, in Fig. 5A(g), G1 denotes (mode I) non-rotational motion, G2 denotes
(mode II) rotational motion, and G3 denotes (mode III) rotational motion accompanied by bounding on electrode.
[0039] [Fig. 6] Schematic views showing transportation at will and extraction of work. In the figure, the numbers (a)
and (b) respectively show (a) transportation at will; and (b) extraction of work. As to reference numerals, 600 denotes
a micrometer-sized dielectric body, 610 denotes a micro-turbine, and 602, 604, 606, 608, 612 and 614 denote electrodes.
[0040] [Fig. 7] Schematic views showing a motor by collective motion of micrometer-sized dielectric bodies and mechanical control of a polymer. In the figure, the numbers (a) and (b) respectively show (a) motor by collective motion of
micrometer-sized dielectric bodies; and (b) mechanical control of polymer. As to reference numerals, 700 denotes a
micrometer-sized dielectric body, 710 denotes a polymer, and 702, 704, 712, 714, 716 and 718 denote electrodes.
[0041] [Fig. 8] Schematic views showing liquid droplet transportation of a pharmaceutical or chemical or the like, a
chemical reaction by fusion of liquid droplets, pharmaceutical or chemical preparation, and non-contact transportation
of a biological sample such as a cell. In the figure, the numbers (a) to (c) respectively show (a) liquid droplet transportation
of pharmaceutical or chemical or the like, a chemical reaction by fusion of liquid droplets, and pharmaceutical or chemical
preparation; and (b) non-contact transportation of a biological sample such as a cell. Since a cell is damaged by contact,
the point of "non-contact" is very important. Waste of liquid is avoided, and a low cost is realized, and one also having
the nature of mTAS can be realized. As to reference numerals, 800 denotes a liquid droplet, 810 denotes a biological
sample, and 802, 804, 806, 808, 812, 814, 816 and 818 denote electrodes.
[0042] [Fig. 9] A schematic view showing a micro-channel. A dielectric body is introduced into a circular micro-channel.
Larger rotational motion is extracted by combination with a micro-channel. As to reference numerals, 900 denotes a
circular micro-channel, and 902 and 904 denote electrodes.
MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION
[0043] In the following, the present invention will be described. Throughout the present specification, it is to be understood that the expression of a singular form involves the concept of its plural form unless otherwise noted. Therefore, it
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is to be understood that articles for a singular form (for example, "a", "an", "the" and the like in English) involve the
concept of its plural form unless otherwise noted. Further, it is to be understood that terms used in the present specification
are used in the meanings commonly used in the art unless otherwise noted. Therefore, all of the technical terms and
scientific and technical terms used in the present specification have the same meanings that are commonly recognized
by a person skilled in the art to which the present invention pertains unless otherwise defined. In the case of contradiction,
the present specification (including definition) has preference.
(Definitions of terms)
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[0044] In the present specification, "dielectric body" refers to a substance not having a free electron that plays a role
in electric conduction, and generating electric polarization upon application of an electric field. Typically, the dielectric
body refers to a substance that generates dielectric polarization but does not generate a current upon application of an
electrostatic field, and has electrostatic chargeability. The dielectric body includes, for example, a water droplet, a
polymeric substance (for example, a polystyrene bead, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), a polyacrylamide gel) and a glass
bead.
[0045] In the present specification, "transportation" has the same meaning as that commonly used in the art, and refers
to making a target object move.
[0046] In the present specification, "mechanical work" which is also called "work" refers to energy transfer occurring
when the force having its component in the direction that the object moves is applied on the object, and the object moves.
It is equal to primary integration of the force in the entire course that the object moves.
[0047] In the present specification, "insulating fluid" refers to a fluent substance that does not conduct electricity.
Liquids and gases that are non-volatile, non-conductive, and fluent under normal temperature and normal pressure are
preferable, and those having a specific gravity with respect to a micrometer-sized dielectric body of within about 650%
are advantageously used. For example, as the insulating fluid, mineral oil, liquid paraffin, alkane and silicone oil can be
used. Preferably, the insulating fluid is provided in a container. The insulating fluid may be a non-electrolyte.
[0048] In conventional techniques, it has been difficult to realize a motor under high viscosity as is in the case of a
micrometer-sized object. The present invention has succeeded in realizing this. The technique of the present invention
is also featured by the capability of realizing the motor regardless of such high viscosity. Of course, it is understood that
the present invention may be practiced even in the case of low viscosity.
[0049] In the present specification, "electric field" is used in the meaning commonly used in the art, and refers to a
basic field of the natural world responsible for an electric body to attract or repel other charged bodies, and is also called
a field. Usually, it is generated by a plurality of electrodes (positive electrode and negative electrode).
[0050] In the present specification, "constant electric field" refers to an electric field of a constant value. For example,
it may be one being subject to the range of 1V to 1000V, but it is not limited thereto. The present invention provides an
advantage over conventional techniques in that mechanical motion such as periodic motion or rotational motion can be
extracted even with a constant electric field.
[0051] In the present specification, the electric field is typically generated by a set of a positive electrode and a negative
electrode. The electrode has a pyramid or conical shape having a sharp tip, or a prismatic or cylindrical shape, and is
realized by a conductive material. The electrodes include electrically conductive materials such as tungsten, tungsten
carbide, gold, platinum, silver, copper, iron and aluminum. For example, an electric field is generated by a set of at least
two electrodes of a positive electrode and a negative electrode, and the orientation of the set of at least two electrodes
are such that at least two are in different directions each other, and the route or mode of motion can be changed by
controlling said electric field and a spatial arrangement of the electrodes for generating the electric field.
[0052] Here, control is realized by using a micromanipulator capable of manipulating each of three-dimensional coordinates by 1 mm, and manipulating each coordinate to shift an electrode to a desired position by manipulation with a
means such as a finger grip as necessary, for example, or by manipulation with a hand or tweezers.
[0053] In the present specification, "micrometer-size" generally ranges from several nm to about 1000 mm, and in
some case, ranges from submicron (0.1 mm) to 1000 mm, and among these, the range from 1 mm to 100 mm where the
present technique can be effectively used is particularly preferred, but the range is not limited thereto. Here, the term
several nm means at least 1 nm, and it is understood that an assembly of molecules of about sub nm to 1 nm will have
this size, and means typically about 2 to 3 nm or larger, but it is not limited thereto. A lower limit would be realized with
a dielectric body of several nm formed by an assembly of molecules of about sub nm to 1 nm. On the other hand, not
wishing to be bound to a theory, at least 1000 mm is employed as an upper limit because a person skilled in the art
recognizes that the principle of the present invention is applicable at least in a scale of mm, namely in the range up to
1000 mm. In a larger millimeter scale, the equation (principle) that governs the phenomenon can differ, however, the
application of the present invention is not excluded, and it is to be understood that the present invention can be practiced
as far as the principle of the present invention is applicable even for a size larger than 1000 mm.
[0054] In the present specification, "surfactant" is a substance having a hydrophilic group and a hydrophobic group
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in one molecule, and capable of forming a water droplet in a hydrophobic oil liquid. In this case, the surfactant is typically
present at the interface between oil and water. Examples of the surfactant include, but are not limited to, alkyl sulfates
(e.g., sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)), alkyltrimethylammonium salts (e.g., stearyl trimethyl ammonium chloride (STAC),
dodecyl trimethyl ammonium chloride, stearyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (STAB)), polyoxyethylenealkylethers (e.g.,
pentaethylene glycol dodecyl ether), diacylphosphatidylcholines (e.g., dioleoyl phosphatidylcholine (DOPC), dipalmitoyl
phosphatidylcholine (DPPC)), diacyl phosphatidylethanolamines (e.g., dioleoyl phosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE), dipalmitoyl phosphatidylethanolamine (DPPE)), diacyl phosphatidylserines (e.g., dioleoyl phosphatidylserine (DOPS),
dipalmitoyl phosphatidylserine (DPPS)), diacyl phosphatidylglycerol (e.g., dioleoyl phosphatidylglycerol (DOPG), dipalmitoyl phosphatidylglycerol (DPPG)) and eggPC. For example, there are other substances that can be used, and for
example, as to diacyls, those having these four suffixes PC/PE/PS/PG are often used, however, such substances include
a number of substances having prefixes of DO/DP/DS/··· and the like, and these can also be used in the present invention.
[0055] In the present specification, "micro-turbine" is, for example, an object of 1 mm to 100 mm in size that can be
fabricated by a micro-fabrication technique, including a rotation axis and a part of a blade which is rotatable about the
rotation axis. For example, such includes a water wheel by a SiO 2 layer processed into a micrometer-size (for example,
those used in Y. Hiratsuka, M. Miyata, T. Tada, T. Q. Uyeda, Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 103, 13618-13623 (2006) and
the like). Using the micro-turbine, said dielectric body may be arranged in a space where it can move, and work can be
extracted from the micro-turbine that moves by motion of the dielectric body. Here, the micro-turbine has a rotation axis
and a part of a blade, and the blade is preferably rotatable.
[0056] In one embodiment of the present invention, there are a plurality of dielectric bodies, and by making the plural
dielectric bodies move collectively, the function of a motor can be achieved.
(Description of preferred embodiments)

25

[0057] In the following, preferred embodiments of the present invention will be described, and it is to be understood
that the present invention is not limited to these preferred embodiments, and can be appropriately modified by a person
skilled in the art based on the entire description of the present specification.
(Method of generating cyclic motion and its application)
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[0058] In one aspect, the present invention provides a method of transporting a dielectric body or extracting mechanical
work, including the step of A) arranging two electrodes for generating an electric field so that the central axes of the two
electrodes are not aligned, and applying an electric field to the dielectric body in an insulating fluid.
[0059] The present invention has its significance in realizing cyclic motion which is very important, rather than simply
making a liquid droplet move, and is said to be outstanding in that cyclic motion can be achieved by the feature of
arranging two electrodes so that their central axes are not aligned, that is not simply anticipated in the technique as
described in a conventional technique (for example, Non-Patent Document 1). It has also been demonstrated that work
can be extracted by using the cyclic motion as in the preset invention.
[0060] Therefore, since cyclic motion cannot be extracted in a highly-symmetric form where the central axes of the
electrodes are aligned, it can be advantageous to arrange the electrodes so that their central axes are not aligned and
preferably to arrange unparallel with each other.
[0061] In the present specification, the expression "the central axes of the two electrodes are not aligned" concerns
the arrangement of two electrodes for generating an electric field, and means that the central axes of these electrodes
are not arranged in one straight line. Here, "the central axis of electrode" is used in the meaning commonly used in the
art, and refers to a central line that is parallel in the direction of the maximum length in the sharp electrode shape as
described above. Preferably, the central axes are advantageously arranged so that they are not parallel with each other.
[0062] It has been found that a dielectric body can be transported at will in the three-dimensional manner only by
applying a constant electric field to the dielectric body of micrometer-size, and as a result, mechanical work can be
extracted (Fig. 1). In the present invention, the dielectric body is an arbitrary dielectric object such as a water drop, a
polyethylene bead, and a glass bead, for example, and it has revealed that the micrometer-sized object is independent
of the substance or the shape as far as it is a dielectric body. It has also revealed that the ambient medium may be any
insulating fluid without being limited to oil. Lastly, although it is generally difficult to extract work from mechanical motion
in micrometer-sizes where the Reynolds number is low, the present invention is significant in making it possible. The
present invention has succeeded in generating mechanical motion in a micrometer-sized dielectric body by applying a
constant electric field.
[0063] Therefore, the present invention has provided rotational-like motion, and achieved capability of generating
oscillatory and periodic motion not in an AC electric field. Also the present invention has achieved that the route of motion
and the mode of motion can be changed at will by intensity of the electric field and a spatial arrangement of the electrodes
rather than by the motion of a current because a current does not occur. Additionally, it is important that rotational-like
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motion can be extracted without contact in a constant electric field, and it is advantageous in that the capability of
transporting an object in a non-contact manner is revealed and that application of a micro-motor that is conventionally
impossible is enabled.
[0064] In conventional techniques, as shown in Fig. 3, only simple periodic motion can be extracted when the electrodes
are arranged so that they are aligned (Non-Patent Document 1). However, as disclosed in the present invention, when
the electrodes are arranged so that they are not aligned as shown in the center view and the right view of Fig. 3, it is
possible to extract cyclic motion since the state using both the force acting on a charged body (see Fig. 4(i)) and the
dielectric force (see Fig. 4(ii)) among the forces acting on the dielectric body can be realized. Whether or not such a
state is realizable cannot be anticipated by conventional techniques, and is not obvious in a textbook level, and hence
it can be said to be a novel technique. Further, the present invention is critical in that two- or more-dimensional motion
that is essentially entirely different from the one-dimensional motion in Non-Patent Document 1 in spatial terms is realized
by the measure of "arranging electrodes so that they are not aligned".
[0065] On the other hand, it is understood that the present invention is not limited to the embodiments indicated in
examples. That is, the phenomenon of the present invention is within the category of laws of physics, and can be naturally
explained by a combination of the most fundamental universal governing principles such as an equation of motion and
principles of electromagnetics. That is, based on the description of the present specification, for other embodiments, the
phenomenon demonstrated in the present invention can be anticipated using the knowledge of the art such as physical
principles, and the design can be varied. That is, what condition and how the condition should be changed to generate
desired motion can be determined by calculation without conducting an experiment.
[0066] Therefore, success in theoretical explanation means establishment of a base for developing a kind of simulator.
[0067] The technique disclosed in the present invention leads to provision of very useful methodology in applying the
same. Establishment of a theoretical framework of a certain phenomenon does not evidence that the phenomenon is
ordinary. It can be said that it is a means for applications ahead.
[0068] The present invention cannot be anticipated from general physical theory textbooks. This is because in a general
textbook, "force acting on a charged body" is not generally applied to a dielectric body. That is, it is generally treated
such that only the force regarded as "force acting on a dielectric body" acts on a dielectric body. In addition, in a generally
known technique called dielectrophoresis, the force acting on the dielectric body is used in "a liquid such as water or
oil" by applying "a periodic electronic field (inconstant electric field)". Therefore, it can be said that in the present invention,
"fusion of the force acting on the charged body and the force acting on the dielectric body" and "extraction of cyclic
motion in a constant electric field" are not easily anticipated from general physical theory textbooks and other theses.
[0069] The theory that is found in the present invention itself is new a finding, and the present invention is outstanding
in finding a phenomenon of cyclic motion, leading achievement of the present invention of transportation and extraction
of work, and then succeeding in explaining whether the motion found in the present invention is possible by using a
basic law of physics. That is, the present invention is worthy of being noticed also in that it can be practiced not only in
the embodiments shown exemplarily but also in an arbitrary embodiment designed based on the theory presented in
the present invention. In other words, it is to be noted that the theory of the present invention is not easily derived from
the matters described in conventional textbooks, and the flow is not so simple that an experiment conducted using the
same gives the result as expected.
[0070] The insulating fluid used in the present invention may be any substance that does not conduct electricity and
is fluent, and liquids and gases that are non-volatile, non-conductive, and fluent under normal temperature and normal
pressure are preferable, and those having a specific gravity with respect to a micrometer-sized dielectric body of within
650% are advantageously used. For example, as the insulating fluid, mineral oil, liquid paraffin, alkane, and silicone oil
may be used. Preferably, the insulating fluid is provided in a container. As such a container, any container may be used
as far as it is compatible to the insulating fluid.
[0071] In conventional techniques, it has been difficult to realize a motor under high viscosity as is in the case of a
micrometer-sized object. The present invention has succeeded in realizing this. The technique of the present invention
is also featured by the capability of realizing the motor regardless of such high viscosity. Of course, it is understood that
the present invention may be practiced even in the case of low viscosity. As indicated by the physical model shown in
Fig. 4 and the description of the result of simulation, it can be understood that the intensity of viscosity is not relevant.
[0072] In the present invention, it is possible to provide an advantage over conventional techniques in that mechanical
motion such as periodic motion or rotational motion can be extracted even in a constant electric field.
[0073] In one embodiment, the dielectric body used in the present invention preferably has a micrometer-size. As the
size of the dielectric body, typically, any of length, width and height may be measured, and the size of the part that is
most suitable to the simulation may be employed. Generally, the micrometer-size refers to the region of mm and the
range smaller than the same, and generally ranges from several nm to about 1000 mm, and in some case, ranges from
submicron (0.1 mm) to 1000 mm, and among these, the range from 1 mm to 100 mm where the present technique can
be used particularly effectively, but it is not limited thereto. In one embodiment, it ranges from 1 mm to 100 mm, and in
another embodiment, it ranges from 5 mm to 50 mm, from 10 mm to 100 mm, from 1 mm to 10 mm, or the like, but it is
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not limited thereto. Among these, it can be the range from 1 mm to 100 mm where the present technique can be effectively
used, but it is not limited thereto. Here, the term several nm means at least 1 nm, and it is understood that the size of
an assembly of molecules of about sub nm to 1 nm is applicable, and means typically about 2 to 3 nm or larger, but it
is not limited thereto. A lower limit would be realized with a dielectric body of several nm formed by an assembly of
molecules of about sub nm to 1 nm. On the other hand, not wishing to be bound to a theory, at least 1000 mm may be
employed as an upper limit because a person skilled in the art recognizes that the principle of the present invention is
applicable at least in a scale of mm, namely in the range up to 1000 mm. In a larger millimeter scale, the equation
(principle) that governs the phenomenon can differ, however, application of the present invention is not excluded, and
it is to be understood that the present invention can be practiced as far as the principle of the present invention is
applicable even for a size larger than 1000 mm.
[0074] In another embodiment, the dielectric body used in the present invention is a substance that generates dielectric
polarization but does not generate a current upon application of an electrostatic field, and any substance having electrostatic chargeability can be used. The dielectric body used in the present invention includes, for example, a water
droplet, a polymeric substance (a polystyrene bead, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), a polyacrylamide gel, other plastics
and the like) and a glass bead.
[0075] When a water droplet which is one embodiment is used, preferably, the water droplet is generated by using a
surfactant. As the surfactant, any substance having a hydrophilic group and a hydrophobic group in one molecule and
capable of forming a water droplet in a hydrophobic oil liquid may be used according to the purpose. In this case, the
surfactant is present at the interface between oil and water. As the surfactant that can be used in the present invention
includes alkyl sulfates (e.g., sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)), alkyltrimethylammonium salts (e.g., stearyl trimethyl ammonium chloride (STAC), dodecyl trimethyl ammonium chloride, stearyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (STAB)), polyoxyethylenealkylethers (e.g., pentaethylene glycol dodecyl ether), diacylphosphatidylcholines (e.g., dioleoyl phosphatidylcholine (DOPC), dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC)), diacyl phosphatidylethanolamines (e.g., dioleoyl phosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE), dipalmitoyl phosphatidylethanolamine (DPPE)), diacyl phosphatidylserines (e.g., dioleoyl
phosphatidylserine (DOPS), dipalmitoyl phosphatidylserine (DPPS)), diacyl phosphatidylglycerol (e.g., dioleoyl phosphatidylglycerol(DOPG), dipalmitoyl phosphatidylglycerol (DPPG)) and eggPC.
[0076] In a preferred embodiment, the insulating fluid used in the present invention is a non-volatile, non-conductive
and fluent substance. The reason why the insulating fluid is preferably non-volatile is because it is appropriate for longterm transportation and movement of the dielectric body, and it is appropriate not to inhibit transportation and movement
of the dielectric body by the convection of a liquid by evaporation. Preferably, non-volatility of such a degree that only
0.1% or less in volume of volatilization is observed per a day at normal temperature and normal pressure is advantageous.
The reason why the insulating fluid of the present invention is preferably non-conductive is because the intensity of the
electric field acting on the dielectric body can be ensured, and the efficiency of charging to the electric charge of the
dielectric body is improved.
[0077] Further, the specific gravity of the insulating fluid of the present invention preferably has a specific gravity within
650% with respect to the dielectric body used in the present invention. This is because if the specific gravity is extremely
different during transportation and movement of the dielectric body, it is impossible to achieve smooth transportation
and movement.
[0078] The insulating fluid that may be used in the present invention includes mineral oil, liquid paraffin, alkane, silicone
oil and the like.
[0079] Preferably, the electric field used in the present invention is a constant electric field. The present invention is
outstanding in that it can be equally used in a constant electric field, and dynamic motions such as periodic motion and
rotational motion like transportation and extraction of work can be executed.
[0080] In a preferred embodiment, the electric field used in the present invention is subject to the range from 1V to
1000V, and preferably 5V to 50V, 50V to 500V, or 10V to 100V, however, it is understood that the appropriate use range
differs depending on a dielectric body being used and an arrangement of electrodes.
[0081] In one embodiment, the positive electrode and the negative electrode that form the electric field used in the
present invention are advantageously arranged so that their central axes are not aligned. This point can be described
by referring to Fig. 1A. That is, for example, as a guide, when difference (D) between central axes of electrodes is equal
to or more than electrode diameter (R) and within about 5 times width (L) between tip ends of the electrodes, cyclic
motion can be extracted more effectively. That is, when the requirement of R<D<5L is satisfied in Fig. 1A, effective
extraction can be achieved. Further, as shown in Fig. 1B, when the central axes are not parallel with each other, cyclic
motion is rather easy to be extracted, and the lower limit of the requirement can be loosen as is 0<D<5L. At any hand,
not limited to these requirements, the range may be extended by the electrode shape, applied voltage and the like.
[0082] In another embodiment, the electrode used in the present invention has a pyramid or conical shape having a
sharp tip, or a prismatic or cylindrical shape, and is formed of a material having conductivity. In the case of a pyramid
or conical shape, such sharpness that the angle of the tip end is 45 degree or less is advantageous, and in the case of
a prismatic or cylindrical shape, such thinness that the diameter of the tip end is 100 mm or less is advantageous.
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[0083] In one embodiment, the electrode used in the present invention is formed of a conductive substance such as
tungsten, tungsten carbide, gold, platinum, silver, copper, iron, aluminum or stainless.
[0084] In one preferred embodiment, the electric field of the present invention is generated by a set of at least two
electrodes of a positive electrode and a negative electrode, and the orientation of the set of at least two electrodes is
such that at least two are in different directions each other, and by controlling said electric field and a spatial arrangement
of the electrodes for generating the electric field (for example, by controlling motion in the set of electrodes arranged in
two different directions), the route or mode of motion can be changed. For such changing of route or mode, the following
theory can be applied.
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[0085]

Here,
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represents a position vector of the dielectric body, which is represented by
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(x1, x2, and x3 are values of respective coordinates).
q represents a charge amount charging on the dielectric body,

40

represents an electric field vector, α represents an electric susceptibility, indicating the degree of polarization of the
dielectric body by the electric field.
45

50

represents an operator for conducting partial differential by the position, which is represented by
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[0086]

Here,
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shows partial differential by
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25

[0087]

E represents a value of an electric field, and is synonymous with an absolute value of an electric field vector
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35

t represents a time.
k represents viscous resistance that the dielectric body receives from a fluid.
[0088] Here, the force acting on a charged body, and the force with which the charged dielectric body attracts or repels
to an electrode is represented by the first term (i) of the right side,
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[0089] Then the force acting on the dielectric body directs from the side where the density of line of electric force is
low to the side where the density of line of electric force is high, and hence the dielectric body is attracted toward the
direction where the density of line of electric force is high. This is represented by the second term (ii) of the right side,
50

55
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[0090] When an electrode and the dielectric body contact with each other, the dielectric body is charged with an electric
charge. Immediately after the dielectric body leaves the electrode, the dielectric body is charged, so that the dielectric
body receives the force acting on a charged body, and the term of the above Mathematical formula 11 becomes dominant.
However, as the electric charge gradually leaks and the electric charge amount charged reduces after the dielectric
body leaves the electrode, the dielectric body is less likely to receive the force acting on a charged body, so that the
influence of the force represented by the term of the above Mathematical formula 12 becomes dominant.
[0091] Since the directions of the forces (i) and (ii) are different from each other, the direction of motion can be
determined by the balance. That is, rotational motion can be generated by the balance.
[0092] A concrete result of calculation made by determining a parameter is shown below. As shown below, it is
understood that the present invention can be simulated by using the above equation of motion.
[0093] An equation of motion and an equation regarding charging and discharging of electric charge are represented
as follows:
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[0094]
[0095]

For ease of handling, normalization is conducted according to the definition of:
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and the equation of motion and the equation regarding charging and discharging of electric charge are summarized as
follows:
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[0096]

Here, considering the case where
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and the normalized values of difference 1 in the direction parallel with the central axes of the electrodes, difference d in
the perpendicular direction, and the radius of the liquid droplet r0 are
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and a program is designed in C language, using a Runge-Kutta method which is a numerical integration method of
differential equation, and a simulation result as shown in Fig. 5 can be shown.
[0097] Here, (1) the dielectric body is charged with a positive electric charge from the positive electrode of the electrodes,
(2) the positively charged dielectric body repels against the positive electrode by electrostatic repelling force, and comes
into a separated condition from the electrode, and the positive electric charge gradually leaks, (3) then it is attracted and
brought into contact with the negative electrode of the electrodes by action of a dielectric attractive force, (4) the dielectric
body is charged with a negative electric charge from the negative electrode of the electrodes, and (5) electrostatic
repelling force occurs between the negative electrode and the negatively charged dielectric body, and the dielectric body
is separated from the electrode, and the negative electric charge gradually leaks. In this way, when the electrodes are
not aligned, rotational motion of the dielectric body occurs.
[0098] In one embodiment, control of motion in the present invention is achieved, for example, by using a micromanipulator capable of manipulating each of three-dimensional coordinates by 1 mm, and manipulating each coordinate to
shift an electrode to a desired position by manipulation with a means such as a finger grip, for example, or by manipulation
with a hand or tweezers. This may be achieved automatically or manually. The manipulator used herein is not limited
to the above size.
[0099] In one embodiment, the dielectric body can be transported by indirectly controlling the dielectric body used in
the present invention by the aforementioned spatial control of the electrodes and by control of the intensity of the applied
voltage. This is concretely executed in the following manner. The positive electrode and the negative electrode are
arranged about 50 mm to 100 mm apart from each other in the direction parallel with the central axes and about 50 mm
to 100 mm apart from each other in the direction perpendicular to the central axes, and the dielectric body is arranged
between the electrodes. In this condition, a voltage of about 100 V is applied and then the dielectric body naturally starts
cyclic motion.
[0100] In one specific embodiment, a micro-turbine may be used in the present invention. Here, the micro-turbine is
an object of a micrometer-size (typically, several nm to 1000 mm), for example, of a size of 1 mm to 100 mm that can be
fabricated by a micro-fabrication technique, and includes a rotation axis and a part of a blade which is rotatable about
the rotation axis. For example, such includes a water wheel by a SiO2 layer processed into a micrometer-size (for
example, those used in Y. Hiratsuka, M. Miyata, T. Tada, T. Q. Uyeda, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 103, 13618-13623
(2006) and the like). In a preferred embodiment, in the present invention, the micro-turbine may be arranged in a space
where the dielectric body is movable, and work can be extracted from the micro-turbine that moves by motion of the
dielectric body.
[0101] In one embodiment, there is a plurality of dielectric bodies used in the present invention, and by making these
plural dielectric bodies collectively move, action of a motor is achieved. Such an example includes, but is not limited to,
Fig. 7.
[0102] In this case, more work can be extracted in comparison with the case where only one dielectric body is used.
For example, by arranging the aforementioned micro-turbine in the center of the collective cyclic motion of the plural
dielectric bodies, it is possible to extract the work.
[0103] In various embodiments, the present invention may be used in other applications including mechanical control
of a polymer, liquid droplet transportation of a pharmaceutical or chemical, a chemical reaction, pharmaceutical or
chemical preparation, non-contact transportation of a biological sample, a micro-channel and the like. Here, as for the
size, typically a micrometer-size (for example, several nm to 1000 mm) may be used.
[0104] For example, the present invention may be used in mechanical control of a polymer (Fig. 7). Since the technique
of binding both ends of a polymer such as DNA to separate polymer beads is established, the present invention can be
applied using such a technique. Since polymer beads coupled to both ends can be controlled at will by using the
achievement of the present invention, the polymer can be mechanically controlled as a result.
[0105] In one embodiment, the present invention may be used in liquid droplet transportation of a pharmaceutical or
chemical (Fig. 8). As is demonstrated in the present invention, a water droplet can be used in the present invention, and
since production of such a water droplet is well known in the art, it is understood that transportation can be easily achieved
by putting a pharmaceutical or chemical into this water drop. The present invention is used as a switching element or a
variable driving device, and can be incorporated into a micro miniature distributor, pump, valve and the like that are
applicable to various technical fields such as pharmacology, chemistry and biotechnology. When particularly significant
miniaturization is executed as in the present invention, it is possible to shorten the time required for starting the motor
to a time of a microsecond range.
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[0106] In one embodiment, the present invention may be applied in a chemical reaction (Fig. 8). As is demonstrated
in examples of the present invention, from the fact that a liquid droplet can be transported and transportation of a liquid
droplet can be controlled, it is understood that a chemical reaction may be started in a liquid droplet by making liquid
droplets under transportation into collision with each other to fuse the same.
[0107] In one embodiment, the present invention may be applied in pharmaceutical or chemical preparation (Fig. 8).
Since preparation of pharmaceutical or chemicals is substantially similar to chemical reaction, as is demonstrated in
examples of the present invention, by making liquid droplets under transportation collision with each other to fuse the
same, mixing and the like may be executed. For example, those not desired to be mixed may be prepared in separate
liquid droplets before starting of the reaction, and they may be mixed in the site where they are intended to be mixed.
The present invention is outstanding in that such customized preparation can be conducted in a micrometer-size very
small space.
[0108] In one embodiment, the present invention may be applied in non-contact transportation of a biological sample
such as a cell, a tissue, DNA, a protein, a lipid, and a complex thereof (Fig. 8). Since a cell and a biological polymer are
a kind of a dielectric body, it is understood that the technique of the present invention may be applied as is demonstrated
in the present invention.
[0109] In still another embodiment, the present invention may be used in combination with a micro-channel. The microchannel may be designed in a similar manner to the micro-turbine (Fig. 9). Therefore, it is understood that the microchannel may have any micrometer-size. As a result, it is possible to extract larger rotational motion. Such a design may
also be achieved by using the equation of motion as described above. Therefore, such a micro-channel is said to be a
part of micro-techniques.
[0110] When the present invention is used in combination with a semiconductor technique, it may be used by controlling
an electric field using a semiconductor device and a circuit substrate. However, this case is useful in the meaning of
controlling the motion indirectly rather than directly.
(Transportation device and work extracting device)
[0111] In another aspect, the present invention provides an apparatus for transporting a dielectric body including A)
an insulating fluid for receiving the dielectric body; and B) a means for applying an electric field including two electrodes,
residing in the insulating fluid, the two electrodes being arranged so that their central axes are not aligned.
[0112] The means for applying an electric field used in the present invention may be any device as far as it has
electrodes arranged in an insulating fluid and applies a voltage, and for example, a voltage of about 100 V may be
applied between tungsten probe needles or between gold thin wires by using a commercially available constant voltage
supply.
[0113] In other aspects, the present invention provides an apparatus for extracting mechanical work, including A)
insulating fluid; B) a dielectric body arranged in the insulating fluid; C) a means for applying an electric field including
two electrodes, residing in the insulating fluid, the two electrodes being arranged so that their central axes are not aligned;
and D) a means for extracting mechanical work from the dielectric body.
[0114] As a means for extracting mechanical work from the dielectric body or a means for converting motion of the
dielectric body into work, a propeller-like substance having a size of about 1 mm to several thousands mm may be rotated
likewise a water wheel to extract work as a turbine, or a magnetized substance may be adhered to the dielectric body
to indirectly control the electric field, and work may be extracted by arranging a turbine in the neighborhood.
[0115] The present invention has its significance in realizing cyclic motion which is very important, rather than simply
making a liquid droplet move, and is said to be outstanding in that cyclic motion can be achieved by the feature of
arranging two electrodes so that their central axes are not aligned, that is not simply anticipated in the technique as
described in a conventional technique (for example, Non-Patent Document 1). It has also been demonstrated that work
can be extracted by using the cyclic motion as in the preset invention. Here, as to the capability of extracting work by
using cyclic motion, knowledge well known in the art may be used, and for example, in Y. Hiratsuka, M. Miyata, T. Tada,
T. Q. Uyeda, Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 103, 13618-13623 (2006), Escherichia coli is caused to cyclically move, and a
micro-turbine is arranged therein, to extract the work. Similarly to this, work can be extracted from the cyclic motion of
the present technique.
[0116] In various embodiments, in the apparatus of the present invention, in respect of "the central axes of two electrodes are not aligned", "dielectric body", "insulating fluid", "electrode" and the like, application may be made with reference
to the items described in (Method of generating cyclic motion and its application).
[0117] In one embodiment, in the apparatus of the present invention, said dielectric body is preferably of a micrometersize, and as to the micrometer-size (namely, the range of about several nm to 1000 mm), application may be made with
reference to the items described in (Method of generating cyclic motion and its application). Preferably, the insulating
fluid is provided in a container. As such a container, any container that is compatible to the insulating fluid may be used.
Therefore, when a container is used, the container also constitutes a part of the apparatus. When the container is used,
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the container can also accommodate an electrode or a means for generating an electric field, as well as the dielectric body.
[0118] In another embodiment, the dielectric body used in the apparatus of the present invention refers to a substance
that generates dielectric polarization but does not generate a current upon application of an electrostatic field, and has
electrostatic chargeability, and in this respect, application may be made with reference to the items described in (Method
of generating cyclic motion and its application).
[0119] In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the water drop for use is generated by using a surfactant.
In respect of the surfactant or the like, application may be made with reference to the items described in (Method of
generating cyclic motion and its application).
[0120] In a preferred embodiment, the insulating fluid used in the apparatus of the present invention is a substance
that is non-volatile, non-conductive, and fluent at normal temperature and normal pressure. The reason why the insulating
fluid is preferably non-volatile is because it is appropriate for long-term transportation and movement of the dielectric
body, and it is appropriate not to inhibit transportation and movement of the dielectric body by the convection of a liquid
by evaporation. Preferably, non-volatility of such a degree that only 0.1% or less in volume of volatilization is observed
per a day at normal temperature and normal pressure is advantageous. The reason why the insulating fluid of the present
invention is preferably non-conductive is because the intensity of the electric field acting on the dielectric body can be
ensured, and the efficiency of charging to the electric charge of the dielectric body is improved. Further, the specific
gravity of the insulating fluid of the present invention is preferably within 650% with respect to the specific gravity of the
dielectric body used in the present invention. In these respects, and as to the insulating fluid that may be used, application
may be made with reference to the items described in (Method of generating cyclic motion and its application).
[0121] Preferably, the electric field used in the present invention is a constant electric field. The present invention is
outstanding in that it can be equally used in a constant electric field, and dynamic motions like periodic motion and
rotational motion such as transportation and extraction of work can be achieved.
[0122] A means capable of generating a constant electric field used in the present invention includes, for example, a
method applying a voltage of about 100 V between tungsten probe needles or between gold thin wires by using a
commercially available constant voltage supply. In this respect, application may be made with reference to the items
described in (Method of generating cyclic motion and its application).
[0123] The electric field used in the apparatus of the present invention is subject to the range from 1V to 1000V, and
preferably ranges from 5V to 50V, from 50V to 500V, or from 10V to 100V, and it is understood that an appropriate range
varies depending on the dielectric body being used and the arrangement of the electrodes. In this respect, application
may be made with reference to the items described in (Method of generating cyclic motion and its application).
[0124] Preferably, the positive electrode and the negative electrode for generating an electric field used in the present
invention are arranged asymmetrically so that their central axes are not aligned. In this respect, application may be made
with reference to the items described in (Method of generating cyclic motion and its application).
[0125] In a preferred embodiment, the electrode used in the present invention has a pyramid or conical shape having
a sharp tip, or a prismatic or cylindrical shape, and has a conductive material. In this respect and as to a concrete material
or the like, application may be made with reference to the items described in (Method of generating cyclic motion and
its application).
[0126] In one embodiment, the means for applying an electric field used in the apparatus of the present invention is
a set of at least two electrodes of a positive electrode and a negative electrode, and the set of at least two electrodes
are arranged so that at least two are in directions different from each other. In this respect and as to a concrete material
or the like, application may be made with reference to the items described in (Method of generating cyclic motion and
its application).
[0127] In one embodiment, the apparatus of the present invention further includes a means for transporting a dielectric
body by arranging an objective dielectric body between the positive electrode and the negative electrode that are arranged
about 50 mm to 100 mm apart from each other in the direction parallel with the central axes and about 50 mm to 100 mm
apart from each other in the direction perpendicular to the central axes, applying, in this condition, a voltage of about
100 V, and controlling the distance between the electrodes and the applied voltage. In this respect and as to a concrete
material or the like, application may be made with reference to the items described in (Method of generating cyclic motion
and its application).
[0128] In another embodiment, the apparatus of the present invention further includes a micromanipulator capable of
manipulating each of three-dimensional coordinates by 1 mm, the micromanipulator manipulating each coordinate to
shift an electrode to a desired position, or further includes tweezers. Here, manipulation of the coordinate may be realized
with a finger grip. In this respect and as to a concrete material or the like, application may be made with reference to
the items described in (Method of generating cyclic motion and its application).
[0129] In one preferred embodiment, the apparatus of the present invention further includes a micro-turbine. An example of a water wheel by a SiO2 layer processed into a micrometer-size includes those used in Y. Hiratsuka, M. Miyata,
T. Tada, T. Q. Uyeda, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 103, 13618-13623 (2006) and the like. In this respect and as to a
concrete material or the like, application may be made with reference to the items described in (Method of generating
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cyclic motion and its application).
[0130] In another embodiment, in the apparatus of the present invention, there is a plurality of dielectric bodies, and
by making the plural dielectric bodies collectively move, action of a motor is achieved. In this respect and as to a concrete
material or the like, application may be made with reference to the items described in (Method of generating cyclic motion
and its application).
[0131] In various embodiments, the apparatus of the present invention may have the following applications: mechanical
control of a polymer, liquid droplet transportation of a pharmaceutical or chemical, a chemical reaction, pharmaceutical
or chemical preparation, non-contact transportation of a biological sample, and a micro-channel. In this respect and as
to a concrete material or the like, application may be made with reference to the items described in (Method of generating
cyclic motion and its application).
[0132] Reference documents such as science literatures, patents, patent applications and the like cited in the present
specification are incorporated in their entireties by reference in the present specification to such an extent that they are
concretely described.
[0133] In the above, the present invention has been described while indicating preferred embodiments for better
understanding. In the following, the present invention will be described based on examples, and it is to be noted that
the above description and the following examples are provided exclusively for the purpose of exemplification, and not
for limiting the present invention. Therefore, the scope of the present invention is restricted only by claims, without limited
by the embodiments and examples concretely described in the present specification.
EXAMPLES
[0134] In the following, the present invention will be described more specifically by way of examples, however the
technical scope of the present invention is not limited by these examples and the like. Reagents used below are commercially available reagents unless otherwise specified.

25

(Experiment outline)

30

[0135] Fig. 1C shows a schematic view of an experimental setup. By suspending a water drop in mineral oil on the
glass slide, and using a conical tungsten electrode, a constant voltage was applied to the liquid droplet (Fig. 1C(a)).
These electrodes were arranged at the same height (Fig. 1C(a)) and arranged non-coaxially (Fig. 1C(b)). Motion of the
liquid droplet was observed by using a light microscope (VH-Z75, available from KEYENCE Japan).
(Example 1)

35

[0136] In this example, whether rotational motion occurs was demonstrated using a positive electrode and a negative
electrode, and oil as an insulating fluid and a water droplet as a dielectric body. The material and method are as follows:
(Material and method)

40

(As to Fig. 2)

45

[0137] Positive electrode: made of tungsten (available from NPS co., LTD.)
[0138] Negative electrode: made of tungsten (available from NPS co., LTD.)
[0139] Oil: mineral oil (available from Nacalai Tesque)
[0140] Water droplet: prepared by phospholipid DOPC (available from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.)
[0141] Arrangement of electrodes: the positive electrode and the negative electrode were arranged 50 mm apart from
each other both in the direction parallel with the central axes and in the direction perpendicular to the central axes.
[0142] Mode of application of voltage: 100 V as a constant voltage

50

(As to Fig. 3)

55

[0143] Positive electrode: made of tungsten carbide (available from NPS co., LTD.)
[0144] Negative electrode: made of tungsten carbide (available from NPS co., LTD.)
[0145] Oil: mineral oil (available from Nacalai Tesque)
[0146] Water droplet: prepared by phospholipid DOPC (available from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.)
[0147] Arrangement of electrodes (left): 120 mm in the direction parallel with the central axes, and 0 mm in the perpendicular direction
[0148] Arrangement of electrodes (center): 120 mm in the direction parallel with the central axes, and 40 mm in the
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perpendicular direction
[0149] Arrangement of electrodes (right): 120 mm in the direction parallel with the central axes, and 120 mm in the
perpendicular direction
[0150] Mode of application of voltage: 120 V for left, center and right
5

(Experiment)
(Preparation of liquid droplet <common to Fig. 2 and Fig. 3>)
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[0151] Using a vortex mixer, a w/o micro-droplet was generated. Mineral oil containing a surfactant was prepared.
Then, 10 mM surfactant (DOPC, dioleoyl phosphatidylcholine) (available from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.,
Japan) was dissolved in mineral oil (available from Nacalai Tesque, Japan) over 90 minutes under an acoustic wave,
while the temperature was kept at 50°C. Then, 2 mL of ultrapure water (available from Millipore, Japan) was added to
200 mL of mineral oil prepared, and mixed for about 3 seconds with a vortex mixer. More specifically, the following
procedure was used.
[0152] A Durham tube (available from Maruemu Corporation) or a microtube (available from ASSIST) having a capacity
of 1.5 mL or more is prepared.
[0153] A solution of 1 mM surfactant DOPC dissolved in a 2:1 (volume ratio) mixed organic solvent of chloroform
(available from Nacalai Tesque) and methanol (available from Nacalai Tesque) as a solvent is prepared, and 10 mL of
the solution is injected into the above container.
[0154] Nitrogen gas is blown to the injected solution, and the solution is dried until the organic solvent completely
disappeared, to leave a thin film of DOPC on the bottom of the container.
[0155] To the above is injected 1000 mL of mineral oil (available from Nacalai Tesque).
[0156] Using an incubator equipped with an ultrasonic generator (sonicator) (Model US-1KS, available from SND Co.,
Ltd.), DOPC is dissolved well in mineral oil by applying an ultrasonic wave (90 minutes) to the solution while keeping
the solution at 50°C.
[0157] The solution thus prepared is desirably used in 12 hours.
[0158] Then, 200 mL of this solution is taken, and transferred to another container, and added with 1.75 mL of MilliQ
water.
[0159] This solution is stirred using a vortex, and mixed spherical droplets having various sizes of 1 mm to 100 mm in
diameter are formed in the solution.
[0160] The operation is similar when a surfactant other than DOPC is used, however, the concentration can vary
depending on the substance.
(Transportation of droplet by constant electric field)
[0161] About 202 mL of the above solution in which liquid droplets are formed is transferred onto a glass slide. At this
time, use of a glass slide coated with silicon facilitates the experiment; however, it is not limited thereto.
[0162] The glass slide is set on a microscope.
[0163] Two tungsten carbide electrodes having a tip end radius of 5 mm are prepared. As the tip end radius, about 1
mm to 100 mm can be widely used. The electrodes may be made of any material having conductivity (gold, platinum,
silver, copper, iron, aluminum, tungsten, tungsten carbide and the like).
[0164] Both electrodes and a constant voltage power supply device are connected in circuit, to make one of the
electrodes a positive electrode, the other a negative electrode.
[0165] Both electrodes are dipped in the liquid on the preparation. At this time, they are kept 30 mm or more apart
from both the bottom of the liquid and the interface between the liquid and the air.
[0166] The electrodes are arranged in such a manner that the central axes of the electrodes are parallel so that the
tip ends of the electrodes are opposed to each other. The arrangement is made so that the tip ends are 100 to 120 mm
apart from each other in the direction parallel with the axis, and are 50 to 100 mm apart from each other in the direction
perpendicular to the axis.
[0167] A movable stage of the microscope is adjusted so that a liquid droplet of 10 to 20 mm comes near between
these tip ends.
[0168] The constant voltage power supply device is turned on and a constant voltage is applied between the electrodes.
As the voltage, any voltage within the range of 100V to 120V is applicable.

55

(Result)
[0169]

As described in Fig. 2, Fig. 2A and Fig. 3, appearances of transportation and spatial periodic motion of a micro-
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object by a constant electric field are shown. In this example, cyclic motion was caused to occur in a micrometer-sized
water droplet in oil.
[0170] The left view of Fig. 2 shows the state where the electrodes and a water droplet are in an oil liquid. The water
droplet is emulsified by a surfactant, and is floating in oil. When a constant voltage is applied in this state, the water
droplet starts cyclic motion as shown on the right of Fig. 2. In this example, DC 100V is applied as a constant voltage.
When the voltage is too low, a motion mode going back and forth between the electrodes fails to appear, but a motion
mode fluctuating near either one of the electrodes appears. When the voltage is enhanced, a linear motion mode going
back and forth linearly between the electrodes appears rather than cyclic motion.
[0171] In Fig. 2, the left view describes a scene of setup of an experiment, and the right view shows a composite
picture obtained by superposing sequentially imaged snapshots of one water droplet that is making cyclic motion. This
motion will be better understood by means of a moving image (electrode: made of tungsten, surfactant: phospholipid
DOPC).
[0172] Motion of the water droplet is shown in the snapshot images on the left of Fig. 2A(a) to Fig. 2A(d). When the
applied voltage was low (V=20V, Fig. 2A(a)), the liquid droplet fluctuated, and escaped from trapping force of the dielectric
body (mode I). When the applied voltage exceeded a critical voltage, the liquid droplet started cyclic motion (Fig. 2A(b)
to Fig. 2A(d)). First, the liquid droplet was attracted to a vertex of either one of the electrodes, and then repelled against
one of the electrodes and moved to the opposite electrode. This motion persisted. The motion of the liquid droplet
described a one-directional circular track which is independent of the initial position of the liquid droplet. That is, the
track of the rotational motion was a kind of limit cycle. This rotational motion was observed not only for one water drop,
but also for two or more liquid droplets. From the data of rotational motion of two water droplets, actual motion is
recognized.
[0173] In the experiment, two types of rotational motions, namely, simple rotational motion (mode II) and rotational
motion accompanied by bounding on the electrode (mode III) were observed. These behaviors were changed over
depending on the applied voltage. In 60V and 120V (Fig. 2A(b) and Fig. 2A(c)), the liquid droplet made simple rotational
motion between the electrodes (mode II). As shown by the graph of time-dependent data in the center and the spectrum
of Fourier transform on the right in Fig. 2A(b) and Fig. 2A(c), the speed of the rotational motion increased with the applied
voltage. When the applied voltage was 160V, the liquid droplet made fast rotational motion (Fig. 2A(d)). In this case, as
shown by fluctuation in the time-dependent data, the liquid droplet constantly bounded several times when the liquid
droplet came into contact with either electrode (mode III).
[0174] Fig. 3 is a superposition of snapshots in another experimental example. In this experiment, the arrangement
of electrodes is varied, and the left view shows the case where the electrodes are arranged 120 mm apart in the direction
parallel with the central axes and aligned (that is, 0 mm in the direction perpendicular to the central axes), and the center
and right views show the cases where the electrodes are arranged 120 mm apart in the direction parallel with the central
axes and 40 mm apart in the perpendicular direction, and 120 mm apart in the direction parallel with the central axes
and 120 mm apart in the perpendicular direction, respectively (electrode: made of tungsten carbide, surfactant: phospholipid DOPC).
[0175] As shown in the left view of Fig. 3, only simple periodic motion can be extracted when the electrodes are aligned
(similar condition to that of Non-Patent Document 1), however, when the electrodes are arranged so that they are not
aligned as shown in the center view of Fig. 3 or the right view of Fig. 3, it is possible to extract cyclic motion since the
state using both the force acting on a charged body (see Fig. 4(i)) and the dielectric force (see Fig. 4(ii)) among the
forces acting on the dielectric body can be realized. Whether or not such a state is realizable is not obvious in a textbook
level, and hence it can be said to be a novel technical matter.
(Example 2: Material of dielectric body)

45

[0176] In the present example, it is shown that various conditions were examined and as a result, the following features
were revealed. The basic experimental technique was conducted according to Example 1.
(Material of dielectric body)
50

[0177] In the present example, it was confirmed that the dielectric body may be of any material, and confirmed that a
movable polyethylene bead, glass bead or the like besides the water micro-droplet also makes similar motion.
(Example 3: Material of electrode)
55

[0178] In the present example, it is shown that various conditions were examined and as a result, the following features
were revealed. The basic experimental technique was conducted according to Example 1.
[0179] In the present example, it was confirmed that the material of the electrode is irrelevant (only conductivity is
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required). That is, this was confirmed by tungsten, tungsten carbide and gold. Fig. 3 is an example of tungsten, and Fig.
4 is an example of tungsten carbide. A similar effect was confirmed by gold.
(Example 4: Surfactant for generation of water droplet)
5

10

[0180] In the present example, it is shown that various conditions were examined and as a result, the following features
were revealed. The basic experimental technique was conducted according to Example 1.
[0181] In the present example, it was confirmed that any surfactant may be used for generation of a water droplet,
and that DOPC, DOPE, DOPS and the like also function. It was also confirmed that a surfactant is not required in the
case of a polyethylene bead, glass bead or the like.
(Example 5: Range of working voltage)

15

[0182] In the present example, it is shown that various conditions were examined and as a result, the following features
were revealed. The basic experimental technique was conducted according to Example 1.
[0183] In the present example, it was demonstrated that the range of the working voltage is wide. It was demonstrated
in the range of several volts to several hundreds volts.
(Example 6: Simulation)
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[0184] In the present example, for examining whether the principle of the present invention can be explained by a
general physical theory, a physical model (equation of motion) and a simulation result are shown (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).
[0185] In this system, two forces acting on a micrometer-sized object: (i) force acting on a charged body and (ii) force
acting on a dielectric body, play important roles. A micrometer-sized dielectric body is charged with an electric charge
(charged) by contact with an electrode. It is charged positively by contact with a positive electrode, and charged negatively
by contact with a negative electrode.
[0186] As a result, the dielectric body behaves also as a charged body, and is influenced by electrostatic attracting
force and repelling force (force of (i) in Fig. 4, electrophoresis). As the dielectric body leaves from the electrode, the
electric charge is naturally and gradually discharged, and the behavior as the dielectric body becomes dominant to the
behavior as the charged body. Generally, a dielectric body has a nature of being attracted to the direction in which the
density of line of electric force is high (force of (ii) in Fig. 4, dielectrophoresis). Since the directions of these two forces
are not parallel, the direction of motion is determined by the balance of both directions.
[0187] This simulation result was calculated using the following model.
[0188] An equation of motion and an equation regarding charging and discharging of electric charge are respectively
shown as follows:
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[0189]
[0190]

For ease of handling, normalization is conducted according to the definition of:
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and the equation of motion and the equation regarding charging and discharging of electric charge are summarized as
follows:
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[0191]

Here, considering the case where
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and the normalized values of difference 1 in the direction parallel with the central axes of the electrodes, difference in
the perpendicular direction, and the radius of the liquid droplet r0 are
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and a program is designed in C language, using a Runge-Kutta method which is a numerical integration method of
differential equation, and a simulation result as shown in Fig. 5 can be shown.
[0192] Here, (1) the dielectric body is charged with a positive electric charge from the positive electrode of the electrodes,
(2) the positively charged dielectric body repels against the positive electrode by electrostatic repelling force, and comes
into a separated condition from the electrode, and the positive electric charge gradually leaks, (3) then it is attracted and
brought into contact with the negative electrode of the electrodes by action of a dielectric attractive force, (4) the dielectric
body is charged with a negative electric charge from the negative electrode of the electrodes, and (5) electrostatic
repelling force occurs between the negative electrode and the negatively charged dielectric body, and the dielectric body
is separated from the electrode, and the negative electric charge gradually leaks. In this way, when the electrodes are
not aligned, rotational motion of the dielectric body occurs.
(Example 7: Dependency of rotational motion on applied voltage)
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[0193] In the present example, dependency of the rotational motion on the applied voltage was demonstrated (Fig.
5A(a) to Fig. 5A(f)).
[0194] As shown in Fig. 1C and Fig. 2A, a liquid droplet was arranged between electrodes, a voltage was applied,
rotational motion of the liquid droplet was measured, the graph as shown in Fig. 2A was made, and frequency of rotation
was measured. Fig. 5A shows frequency recorded for each voltage varied by 20 V from 0 V to 160 V. Fig. 5A(a) to Fig.
5A(f) show examples wherein diameter of the liquid droplet is (a) 14.0 mm, (b) 17.1 mm, (c) 18.8 mm, (d) 19.5 mm, (e)
31.8 mm, and (f) 34.6m m, respectively.
[0195] The frequency increased from about 0.1 Hz to about 0.8 Hz according to the applied voltage (about 40 to 160
V). When the voltage exceeded about 80 V, the liquid droplet made rotational motion accompanied by bounding on the
electrode (mode III). At about 40 to 80 V, the liquid droplet made simple rotational motion (mode II). However, at a much
lower voltage (about 20 to 40 V), the liquid droplet failed to make rotational motion (mode I). This is plotted as 0 Hz. The
behavior of the liquid droplet depending on the voltage was schematically shown as a phase diagram (Fig. 5A(g)).
[0196] A model describing rotational motion of a w/o micro-droplet is proposed. In an equation of motion in the scale
of nanometer to micrometer, the term of viscous force is dominant to the term of inertial force. This is because the
Reynolds number Re is very small. That is,
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[0197] Here, ρ(to 103 kg/m3) and η(to 103 Pa·s) respectively represent density and viscosity of mineral oil, and ν(to
10-4 m/s) and r(to 10-5 m) respectively represent speed and diameter of a water droplet. Therefore, in a constant electric
field
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an equation of motion of overdamping is given by
[Mathematical formula 25]
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[0198]

Here, k (=6 πηr to 10-7kg/s) is a coefficient of viscous resistance, and
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represents viscous resistance for moving the liquid droplet at diameter r and rate
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represent electric force and dielectric force acting on the liquid droplet at electric charge q and polarizability α(to 10-30
C·m 2/V).
[0199] Fig. 5A(a) to Fig. 5A(f) show dependency of frequency of rotational motion on the applied voltage. In Fig. 5A
(a), r=14.0 mm, in Fig. 5A(b), r=17.1 mm, in Fig. 5A(c), r=18.8 mm, in Fig. 5A(d), r=19.5 mm, in Fig. 5A(e), r=31.8 mm,
and in Fig. 5A(f), r=34.6 mm. Regions (I) to (III) correspond to motion modes in the phase diagram in Fig. 5A(g). Fig. 5A
(g) shows motion of a liquid droplet depending on the applied voltage. Here, in Fig. 5A(g), G1 represents (mode I) nonrotational motion, G2 represents (mode II) rotational motion, and G3 represents (mode III) rotational motion accompanied
by bounding on the electrode.
[0200] For showing a track of limit cycle, dissipation of energy is required. In the case of rotational motion of a liquid
droplet, the process of charging and discharging of the liquid droplet is considered to play a certain role in dissipation
of energy. For simplification, it is assumed that the rate of electric charge q depending on time is described as follows:
[Mathematical formula 30]
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[0201] This means that the liquid droplet is charged at a speed of 6α near the positive/negative electrode, and
discharged at a speed of -bq in the absence of an electrode.
[0202] Fig. 2A(e) shows results of numerical simulation calculated using the formulas (1) and (2). The constant electric
field and the numerical parameters used in the simulation of Fig. 2A(e) are as follows.
[0203] Here, it is assumed that the constant electric field used herein can be expressed by:

15

20

and is assumed to be expressed by the following function of a droplet:

25

30

[0204]

Then, calculation may be conducted as follows:

[0205]

Here,
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represents a normalization coefficient of a length unit,

5

represents an applied voltage. Here, it is assumed that the droplet cannot approach the electrode closer than the distance
of
10

15

and it is assumed that the droplet is charged when the droplet approaches the electrode within the distance:

20

25

[0206]

The parameters used are as follows:

30

and
35

40

[0207]

The parameters of the formula (2) are as follows:

45

and
50

55

[0208]

Initial conditions of
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and
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15

are as follows:

20

and
25

30

[0209] The track of the liquid droplet in the simulation is one-directional rotational motion, and this coincides with the
experimental result. The frequency also corresponds to the tendency of the experiment.
[0210] Dependency of the rotational motion on the applied voltage can be explained by using this model.
35

40

45

1 and is established. Here, f represents frequency of rotational motion, and L represents circumferential length. Therefore,
from the formula (1), dependency of f on V can be derived as follows:
[Mathematical formula 32]

50

[0211] Here, c1 and c2 are proportionality coefficients. The formula (3) means that the frequency increases with the
applied voltage as is observed in Fig. 3(a) to Fig. 3(f).
55

(Discussion)
[0212] In summary, the mechanism of the observed rotational motion can be explained as follows. First, a liquid droplet
is attracted to a vertex of either electrode by dielectric force. After charged near the electrode, the liquid droplet is repelled
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by the electrode by electrostatic repulsive force, and starts moving toward the electrode on the opposite side by electric
force. During this motion toward the electrode on the opposite side, the liquid droplet substantially discharges to a bulk
oil phase. By contribution of dielectric potential, the liquid droplet is attracted again to the electrode on the opposite side.
Changeover between electric force and dielectric force caused by dissipation of electric charge leads one-directional
rotational motion. This is because electric force and electrostatic force generally do not have the same direction. Therefore,
the arrangement of the two electrodes is important for generating rotational motion. For example, as shown in the
previous work made by the present inventors [Non-Patent Document 1], in a linear arrangement, a liquid droplet fails to
make rotational motion. In addition, rotational motion does not occur exclusively in a w/o micro-droplet. As shown by
the model demonstrated in the present example, theoretically, any dielectric body object can make rotational motion in
the present system.
[0213] Basically, in nanometer to micrometer scales, it is difficult to generate one-directional mechanical motion. This
is because the Reynolds number is very low, and the environmental viscous force is dominant to the inertial force.
Therefore, there is a limit to downsize a conventional rotary motor. That is, since a motor typically has its rotation axis
in the center of a reel, an abrasion force resulting from the environmental viscous force suppresses rotational motion of
the motor. As the size of the rotary motor decreases, the suppressing effect resulting from the abrasion significantly
increases. The rotational motion observed in the present invention can be important in development of a non-contact
rotary motor capable of extracting work and energy in nanometer to micrometer scales [E. M. Purcell, Am. J. Phys. 45,
3(1977).] and [Y. Hiratsuka, M. Miyata, T. Tada, and T. Q. P. Uyeda, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 103, 13618 (2006)].
The results of the examples in the present invention are expected to stimulate the development in a micromechanical
system under a novel strategy.
(Example 8: Concrete application example)

25

[0214] As a transportation technique of a micrometer-sized object, a laser tweezers method or a micro-channel technique are considered, however, in comparison with these techniques, a method based on a constant electric field is very
simple, and has great evolvability by combination with a semiconductor circuit technique. Also it may be further developed
by combination with an existent microtechnology. In the following, application examples are shown in Fig. 6 to Fig. 9.
(Example of transportation at will; Fig. 6)

30

[0215] The electrode may be made of any material such as tungsten, tungsten carbide, gold, platinum, iron or the like.
The arrangement may be made at an interval of about 10 to 100 mm.
(Extraction of work using micro-turbine; Fig. 6)
35

[0216] As a micro-turbine, PDMS or a film for micro resist SAL601 (Shipley Microelectronics) that is often used in a
micro-processing technique may be used.
(Motor by collective motion of micrometer-sized dielectric bodies; Fig. 7)
40

[0217] As a micrometer-sized dielectric body, a water droplet, a polymeric substance (for example, a polyethylene
bead, PDMS, a polyacrylamide gel), a glass bead and the like may be arranged between electrode setup of tungsten,
tungsten carbide and the like in a similar manner to examples, and a voltage may be applied.
45

(Mechanical control of polymer; Fig. 7)
[0218] As a polymer, both ends of DNA, protein or the like are bound to polystyrene beads or the like, and arranged
between electrode setup of tungsten, tungsten carbide and the like in a similar manner to examples, and a voltage may
be applied.

50

(Transportation of liquid droplet such as pharmaceutical or chemical; Fig. 8)

55

[0219] An arbitrary pharmaceutical or chemical may be put into a water droplet using a surfactant in a similar manner
to the above examples, and arranged between electrode setup of tungsten, tungsten carbide and the like, and a voltage
may be applied.
[0220] With these constitutions, it is possible to achieve one avoiding waste of a liquid, realizing a low cost, and having
the nature of a micro chemical system as well.
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(Chemical reaction by fusion of liquid droplets; Fig. 8)

5
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[0221] As an example,
Pharmaceutical/Chemical A: aqueous acetic acid solution
Pharmaceutical/Chemical B: aqueous sodium hydroxide solution
Chemical reaction: Neutralization using A and B can be executed.
[0222] This can be practiced by preparing Chemicals A and B by the water droplet preparation method as described
above, arranging them between electrodes of tungsten, tungsten carbide and the like, and applying a voltage.
[0223] With these constitutions, it is possible to achieve one avoiding waste of a liquid, realizing a low cost, and having
the nature of a micro chemical system as well.
(Pharmaceutical or chemical preparation by fusion of liquid droplets; Fig. 8)

15

[0224] By containing a plurality of antibiotics, analgesics and the like in a liquid droplet, and making them fuse together,
a pharmaceutical or chemical can be prepared. With these constitutions, it is possible to achieve one avoiding waste of
a liquid, realizing a low cost, and having the nature of a micro chemical system as well.
(Non-contact transportation of biological sample; Fig. 8)

20

25

[0225] As a biological sample, a bacterium such as Escherichia coli, a cell, a tissue section or the like may be arranged
between electrodes of tungsten, tungsten carbide and the like, and a voltage may be applied. That is, a cell, bacterium
or the like is included in a liquid droplet, and application such as transportation or separation (sorting) depending on the
nature of the cell included therein can be executed by using the motion realized by the present invention. As to the
sorting, it can be realized by combination with the technique such as laser tweezers, for example. It is also possible to
branch the destination of the liquid droplet by combining with MEMS, a micro-channel and the like.
[0226] With this constitution, a biological sample such as a cell that will be damaged by a contact can be transported
in a non-contact manner, so that an experimental system that is not conventionally known can be realized. In this way,
it is possible to realize individual transportation and separation of bacterium such as Escherichia coli, a cell, a tissue
section and the like.

30

(Extraction of larger rotational motion by combination with micro-channel; Fig. 9)

35

[0227] As a micro-channel, it may be arranged between electrodes of tungsten, tungsten carbide and the like in a
circular micro-channel prepared by a microfabrication technique, an arbitrary dielectric body may be introduced into the
channel, and a voltage may be applied.
(Liquid delivery and stirring in micro chemical reaction system)

40

[0228] Using the present invention, in a micro chemical reaction system, a reaction solution, a test species, a reagent
or the like may be put into a liquid droplet, and the liquid droplet may be delivered or stirred by using the inventive motion.
(Liquid delivery and stirring in micro clinical test system)

45

[0229] Using the present invention, in a micro clinical test system, a reaction solution, a test species, a reagent or the
like may be put into a liquid droplet, and the liquid droplet may be delivered or stirred by using the inventive motion.
<Applied examples>

50

55

[0230] The present invention may be applied by reference to the following examples. For example, such includes
optical tweezers [D. G. Grier, Nature 424, 810 (2003)], electrophoresis and dielectrophoresis [J. Voldman, Annu. Rev.
Biomed. Eng.8, 425 (2006); P. Tabeling, Introduction to Microfluidics (Oxford University Press, 2006); T. B. Jones,
Electromechanics of Particles(Cambridge University Press, 1995)], microfluidic device [P. Tabeling, Introduction to Microfluidics (Oxford University Press, 2006); D. R. Link, E. Grasland-Mongrain, A. Duri, F. Sarrazin, Z. Cheng, G. Cristobal,
M. Marquez, and D. A. Weitz, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. Engl. 45, 2556 (2006); S. Teh, R. Lin, L. Hung, and A. Lee, Lab
Chip 8, 198 (2008)], bacteria driving motor [Y. Hiratsuka, M. Miyata, T. Tada, and T. Q. P. Uyeda, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
USA 103, 13618 (2006); B. Behkam and M. Sitti, Appl. Phys. Lett. 90, 023902 (2007)], motor protein [S. Hiyama, R.
Gojo, T. Shima, S. Takeuchi, and K. Sutoh, Nano Lett. 9, 2407(2009); M. G. L. van den Heuvel and C. Dekker, Science
317, 333 (2007)] and the like.
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[0231] From the above, the present invention has succeeded in making a micrometer-sized dielectric body generate
mechanical motion by applying a constant electric field. Therefore, the present invention has provided rotary-motor-like
motion, and achieved capability of generating oscillatory and periodic motion not in an AC electric field. Also the present
invention has achieved that the route of motion and the mode of motion can be changed at will by intensity of the electric
field and a spatial arrangement of the electrodes rather than by the motion of a current because a current does not occur.
Additionally, the point that motor-like motion can be extracted without contact in a constant electric field is important,
and it has revealed that an object can be transported in a non-contact manner. Therefore, the present invention can be
used in a variety of fields including mechanical control of a polymer, liquid droplet transportation of a pharmaceutical or
chemical, a chemical reaction, pharmaceutical or chemical preparation, non-contact transportation of a biological sample,
a micro-channel and the like.
EXPLANATION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS
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[0232]
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100
102
104
106
108
110
112
210
212
215
221
600
602, 604, 606, 608, 612, 614
610
700
710
702, 704, 712, 714, 716, 718
800
802, 804, 806, 808, 812, 814, 816, 818
810
900
902, 904

water droplet
mineral oil
negative electrode
glass slide
constant voltage
positive electrode
objective lens of microscope
droplet
electrode
electrode
starting point
micrometer-sized dielectric body
electrode
micro-turbine
micrometer-sized dielectric body
polymer
electrode
liquid droplet
electrode
biological sample
circular micro-channel
electrode

40

Claims
1.

A method of transporting a dielectric body or extracting mechanical work, comprising the step of:

45

A) arranging two electrodes (612, 614) for generating an electric field so that the central axes of the two electrodes
(612, 614) are not arranged in one straight line, and applying an electric field to the dielectric body (600) in an
insulating fluid;
characterized in that a micro-turbine (610) is arranged in a space where said dielectric body (600) is movable,
and work is extracted from the micro-turbine (610) that moves by motion of the dielectric body (600), and the
micro-turbine (610) has a rotation axis and a part of a blade, the blade being rotatable about the rotation axis.

50

2.

The method according to Claim 1, wherein said dielectric body (600) is selected from the group consisting of a water
droplet, a polymeric substance and a glass bead.

3.

The method according to Claim 2, wherein said water droplet is generated by using a surfactant.

4.

The method according to Claim 1, wherein said insulating fluid is a substance that is non-volatile, non-conductive,

55
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and fluent under normal temperature and normal pressure, and has a specific gravity of within 650% of the specific
gravity of said dielectric body.
5.

The method according to Claim 1, wherein said electric field is a constant electric field.

6.

The method according to Claim 1, wherein a positive electrode and a negative electrode for generating said electric
field are arranged so that their central axes are not parallel with each other.

7.

The method according to Claim 6, wherein said electrode has a pyramid or conical shape having a sharp tip, or a
prismatic or cylindrical shape, and has a material having conductivity.

8.

The method according to Claim 1, wherein said electric field is generated by a set of at least two electrodes of a
positive electrode and a negative electrode, and an orientation of the set of at least two electrodes is such that at
least two are in different directions each other, the method further comprising the step of changing a route or mode
of motion by controlling said electric field and a spatial arrangement of electrodes for generating said electric field.

9.

The method according to Claim 1, further comprising the step of transporting said dielectric body (600) by indirectly
controlling the dielectric body by spatial control of said electrodes and control of intensity of an applied voltage.
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10. The method according to Claim 1, wherein there are a plurality of said dielectric bodies (600), and the plurality of
dielectric bodies (600) are caused to collectively move to function as a motor.
11. The method according to Claim 1, which is used in mechanical control of a polymer, liquid droplet transportation of
a pharmaceutical or chemical, a chemical reaction, pharmaceutical or chemical preparation, non-contact transportation of a biological sample, or a micro-channel.
12. An apparatus for extracting mechanical work, comprising:
A) an insulating fluid;
B) a dielectric body (600) arranged in the insulating fluid;
C) a means for applying an electric field including two electrodes (612, 614), residing in the insulating fluid, the
two electrodes (612, 614) being arranged so that their central axes are not arranged in one straight line;
characterized by
D) a means for extracting mechanical work from the dielectric body, wherein the means for extracting mechanical
work comprises a micro-turbine (610) arranged in a space where said dielectric body (600) is movable, and
work is extracted from the micro-turbine (610) that moves by motion of the dielectric body (600), and the microturbine (610) has a rotation axis and a part of a blade, the blade being rotatable about the rotation axis.
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Patentansprüche
1.

Verfahren zum Transportieren eines dielektrischen Körpers oder zum Gewinnen von mechanischer Arbeit mit den
Schritten:
A) Anordnen von zwei Elektroden (612, 614) zum Erzeugen eines elektrischen Feldes, so dass die Zentralachsen
der beiden Elektroden (612, 614) nicht auf einer geraden Linie angeordnet sind, und Anlegen eines elektrischen
Feldes an den dielektrischen Körper (600) in einem isolierenden Fluid;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass in einem Raum, wo der dielektrische Körper (600) bewegbar ist, eine Mikroturbine (610) angeordnet ist und Arbeit aus der Mikroturbine (610) gewonnen wird, die sich durch Bewegung
des dielektrischen Körpers (600) bewegt, wobei die Mikroturbine (610) eine Drehachse und einen Teil eines
Blatts hat, wobei das Blatt um die Drehachse drehbar ist.

45
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2.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der dielektrische Körper (600) aus der Gruppe ausgewählt ist, die aus einem
Wassertropfen, einer Polymersubstanz und einer Glasperle besteht.

3.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Wassertropfen durch Verwendung eines grenzflächenaktiven Stoffs erzeugt
wird.

55
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4.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das isolierende Fluid eine Substanz ist, die nicht flüchtig, nicht leitend und bei
normaler Temperatur und normalem Druck flüssig ist und die ein spezifisches Gewicht innerhalb von +/- 50% des
spezifischen Gewichts des dielektrischen Körpers hat.

5.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das elektrische Feld ein konstantes elektrisches Feld ist.

6.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei eine positive Elektrode und eine negative Elektrode zum Erzeugen des elektrischen Feldes so angeordnet sind, dass ihre Zentralachsen nicht parallel zueinander sind.

7.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei die Elektrode eine Pyramiden- oder Kegelform mit einer scharfen Spitze oder
eine prismatische oder zylindrische Form hat und ein Material mit Leitfähigkeit aufweist.

8.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das elektrische Feld durch einen Satz von wenigstens zwei Elektroden einer
positiven Elektrode und einer negativen Elektrode erzeugt wird und eine Orientierung des Satzes der wenigstens
zwei Elektroden derart ist, dass wenigstens zwei in verschiedenen Richtungen zueinander stehen, wobei das Verfahren ferner den Schritt des Änderns einer Route oder Bewegungsart durch Steuern des elektrischen Feldes und
einer räumlichen Anordnung der Elektroden zum Erzeugen des elektrischen Feldes aufweist.

9.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner den Schritt des Transportierens des dielektrischen Körpers (600) durch
indirektes Steuern des dielektrischen Körpers durch eine räumliche Kontrolle der Elektroden und durch Steuerung
der Intensität einer angelegten Spannung aufweist.

15
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10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei eine Anzahl von dielektrischen Körpern (600) vorgesehen ist und die Anzahl der
dielektrischen Körper (600) zu einer kollektiven Bewegung veranlasst wird, um als Motor zu wirken.
25

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das verwendet wird bei der mechanischen Kontrolle eines Polymers, dem Transport
flüssiger Tropfen einer pharmazeutischen oder chemischen Substanz, einer chemischen Reaktion, der pharmazeutischen oder chemischen Zubereitung, dem kontaktlosen Transport einer biologischen Probe oder einem Mikrokanal.
30

12. Vorrichtung zum Gewinnen mechanischer Arbeit, mit:
A) einem isolierenden Fluid;
B) einem in dem isolierenden Fluid angeordneten dielektrischen Körper (600);
C) einem Mittel zum Anlegen eines elektrischen Feldes einschließlich zweier Elektroden (612, 614), die sich in
dem isolierenden Fluid befinden, wobei die beiden Elektroden (612, 614) derart angeordnet sind, dass ihre
Zentralachsen nicht auf einer geraden Linie angeordnet sind;
gekennzeichnet durch
D) eine Einrichtung zum Gewinnen von mechanischer Arbeit von dem dielektrischen Körper, wobei die Einrichtung zum Gewinnen von mechanischer Arbeit eine Mikroturbine (610) aufweist, die in einem Raum angeordnet
ist, wo der dielektrische Körper (600) bewegbar ist, und wobei Arbeit aus der Mikroturbine (610) gewonnen
wird, die sich bei Bewegung des dielektrischen Körpers (600) bewegt, und wobei die Mikroturbine (610) eine
Drehachse und einen Teil eines Blatts hat, wobei das Blatt um die Drehachse drehbar ist.
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Revendications
1.

Procédé de transport d’un corps diélectrique ou d’extraction de travail mécanique, comprenant l’étape qui consiste :
A) à agencer deux électrodes (612, 614) pour générer un champ électrique de sorte que les axes centraux des
deux électrodes (612, 614) ne soient pas agencés en ligne droite, et à appliquer un champ électrique au corps
diélectrique (600) dans un fluide isolant ;
caractérisé en ce qu’une micro-turbine (610) est agencée dans un espace où ledit corps diélectrique (600)
est mobile, et le travail est extrait à partir de la micro-turbine (610) qui se déplace par le mouvement du corps
diélectrique (600), et la micro-turbine (610) a un axe de rotation et une partie d’une lame, la lame pouvant
tourner autour de l’axe de rotation.

50
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2.

Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit corps diélectrique (600) est choisi dans le groupe constitué d’une
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gouttelette d’eau, d’une substance polymère et d’une bille de verre.

5

3.

Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel ladite gouttelette d’eau est générée en utilisant un tensioactif.

4.

Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit fluide isolant est une substance qui est non-volatile, non-conductrice, et fluide à une température normale et sous une pression normale, et a un poids spécifique dans les limites
de 6 50% du poids spécifique dudit corps diélectrique.

5.

Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit champ électrique est un champ électrique constant.

6.

Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel une électrode positive et une électrode négative pour générer ledit
champ électrique sont agencées de sorte que leurs axes centraux ne soient pas parallèles l’un à l’autre.

7.

Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel ladite électrode a une forme pyramidale ou conique présentant une
pointe acérée, ou une forme prismatique ou cylindrique, et comporte un matériau présentant une conductivité.

8.

Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit champ électrique est généré par un ensemble d’au moins deux
électrodes d’une électrode positive et d’une électrode négative, et une orientation de l’ensemble d’au moins deux
électrodes est telle qu’au moins deux électrodes sont dans des directions différentes les unes des autres, le procédé
comprenant en outre l’étape qui consiste à changer un chemin ou un mode de déplacement en commandant ledit
champ électrique et un agencement spatial des électrodes pour générer ledit champ électrique.

9.

Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre l’étape qui consiste à transporter ledit corps diélectrique
(600) en commandant indirectement le corps diélectrique par une commande spatiale desdites électrodes et une
commande de l’intensité d’une tension appliquée.
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10. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel il existe une pluralité desdits corps diélectriques (600), et la pluralité
de corps diélectriques (600) sont amenés à se déplacer collectivement pour fonctionner comme un moteur.
30

11. Procédé selon la revendication 1, qui est utilisé dans le contrôle mécanique d’un polymère, le transport de gouttelettes
de liquide d’un produit pharmaceutique ou chimique, une réaction chimique, une préparation pharmaceutique ou
chimique, un transport sans contact d’un échantillon biologique, ou un micro-canal.
12. Appareil d’extraction de travail mécanique, comprenant :
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A) un fluide isolant ;
B) un corps diélectrique (600) agencé dans le fluide isolant ;
C) un moyen destiné à appliquer un champ électrique comportant deux électrodes (612, 614), résidant dans
le fluide isolant, les deux électrodes (612, 614) étant agencées de sorte que leurs axes centraux ne soient pas
agencés en ligne droite ;
caractérisé par
D) un moyen destiné à extraire le travail mécanique à partir du corps diélectrique, dans lequel le destiné à
extraire le travail mécanique comprend une micro-turbine (610) agencée dans un espace où ledit corps diélectrique (600) est mobile, et le travail est extrait à partir de la micro-turbine (610) qui se déplace par le mouvement
du corps diélectrique (600), et la micro-turbine (610) a un axe de rotation et une partie d’une lame, la lame
pouvant tourner autour de l’axe de rotation.
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